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1) Introduction

In the real atmosphere air is constantly mixing. How do we do thermodynamics on this “open
system”? On page 57, equations 3.6 to 3.9 Thompkins shows that for unsaturated air, the vapor
mixing ratio and the temperature both mix approximately linearly, which is why you can get
supersaturated vapor on a cold day and see your breath. But what happens when we add the fact
that mixtures can also condense and evaporate water vapor and liquid water?

• Use conservation of enthalpy to get a new version of the first law, assuming that mixing
doesn’t change the enthalpy of either of the mixtures, so that the mixing is “conservative”
(i.e. like mixing blue and red marbles, or chemicals that don’t react with each other).

• Suppose we have a cloud c mixing in environmental air e

• Let a “c” subscript denote the cloud parcel and an “e” subscript denote environment. Be-
tween time t0 and t0 + ∆t its mass grows by ∆mc = mc(t+ ∆t)−mc0 = me i.e., it’s taken a
gulp of environmental air with mass me.

• That new mass brings in environmental enthalpy he, which doesn’t change during the mixing
process.

• So the new enthalpy is:

Hnew = (mchc +mehe) = (m−me)hc +mehe

Hnew = mhc +me(he − hc) (1)

where m = m0 +me (2)

rearranging:

m(hnew − hc) = m∆hmixing = me(he − hc) (3)

in the limit me → dm and ∆hmixing = dhmixing

dhmixing =
dm

m
(he − hc) (4)

How does mixing effect the second law? The second law still holds if the enthalpy is changing
from mixing:

Tds = dhmixing − αdp (5)

If we are at constant pressure then dp = 0 and using (4) and the definition of θe in terms of entropy
(s) we can rewrite (5) as:
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ds = cp
dθe
θe

= cp
dθ

θ
+ d

(
lvrs
T

)
=
dm

m

(he − hc)
T

(6)

expand the environment - saturated cloud (he − hc):
he − hc = (cpTe + lv rve + gz)− (cpTc + lv rs(Tc, p) + gz) (7)

rearrange to get an express for the change (8)

dθc
θc

+ d

(
lv rs(Tc, p)

Tc

)
= −

[
Tc − Te
Tc

+
lv
cpTc

(rs(Tc, p)− rve)
]
dm

m
(9)

So given the pressure and the environmental temperature and vapor mixing ratio you could
iteratively solve (9) for the cloud temperature Tc (note that Tc is also inside θc and rs). This
shows all the terms involving the vapor mixing ratio r which are missing when you mix dry air but
contribute strongly to the temperature change for a cloud mixture. Luckily there is an easier way
to find the mixed parcel temperature: use (6) to integrate the time evolution of the entropy parcel
entropy ds/dt, in terms of the mixing rate 1

m
dm
dt

. So how do we find the fraction of entrained air,
dm/m?

The simplest assumption is that the cloud is mixing like an ascending thermal with entrainment
rate λ:

1

m

dm

dt
= λ (10)

Equation (10) says that the bigger the parcel gets, the more it mixes, possibly because the larger
surface area provides more of an interface to mix across. You should convince yourself that the
solution to (10) for constant λ is:

m(t) = m0 exp(λt) (11)

So how do we use this? We will need to use an ode integrator in python to solve this equation:

ds

dt
= λ

(he − hc)
T

(12)

We also need to track the height as a function of time as well as the total water in the parcel.
If we know the total water rTc, we can find temperature, rs, rl as usual by iterating to find the
mixture temperature Tc that satisfies cp log θe(Tc, p) = cp log θec. Given the temperature of the
cloud and the environment, we can find the buoyant acceleration and get the updraft speed:

dz

dt
= buoyant acceleration (13)

The equation for rTc is exactly like sc:

drTc

dt
= λ(rTe − rTc) (14)

To summarize, we want to solve for θec, rTc for an ascending cloud parcel given a cloud base θe
and rT , a constant entrainment rate λ, and an environmental sounding.
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